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AVERAGE SIZES OF SUFFIX TREES AND DAWc;S 
1. Introductirrn 
WC are interested in analyzing the average sizes of suffix trees, directed acyclic 
word graphs (DAWGs), and related data structures [2,6]. These size estimates can 
be used to determine the space needed for long-term storage of inverled file-5 bahrd 
on these structures [2] and to estimate the size of main memory needed to build these 
data structures without encountering excessive disk thrashing during construction 
(see 151). 
In order to simplify the analysis, we assume that these structures are built fnt 
completely random texts. In some casts, e.g. for many DNA sequences ot’ interest 
to biologists, the texts are close to random according to statistical tests and ex- 
tremeiy precise estimates can be given. In every case we have: found that the esri- 
mater given by this technique are more realistic rhan the absolute upper bounds 
given in previous papers. 
hlcCrcight [6] shows that for any alphabet size A and any string s of length N, 
the suffix tree for s has at most 2n nodes. Thus the storage overhead ratio far suffix 
trees is at most 2 node4character (independent of the alphabet size). The same 
bounds apply to DAWGs, since the nodes of a DAWG correspond exactly to the 
nodes of a suffix tree for the reverse of the string. The expected overhead ratio for 
randum texts varies as a function or il and II. Contrary to our initial expectations, 
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for every fixed alphabet size A _> 2, this function does not converge to a well-defined 
ratio as n approaches infinity, but oscil lates around a fixed mean value with expo- 
nential ly increasing period. Mathematical  analysis shows that this can be explained 
by phenomena that arise when integrating a meromorphic  function on the complex 
plane. The constant mean value is due to some poles on the real axis, while the oscil- 
lating part comes from poles with nonzero imaginary part. This oscil lating behavior 
has the unusual consequence that for every A_>2, there are certain text sizes such 
that random texts of  these sizes are expected to have more space-eff icient suffix trees 
(measured in terms of  overhead ratio) than do texts of  other sizes. This difference 
can be signif icant. For A - 16, texts of  2000 characters have expected overhead ratio 
of  1.32 nodes/character ,  while texts of  8000 characters have expected overhead ratio 
of  1.38 nodes/character .  At 30000 characters, the expected ratio is back to roughly 
1.32. Figure 1 gives the number of  nodes predicted by our formula for an alphabet 
of  size 16 as a function of  the text length. The crosses represent data obtained by 
actual ly bui lding DAWGs for prefixes of  a pseudorandom text. 
Tire specific formulae derived here are given in terms o1: the absolute expected 
number  of  nodes of  the DAWG (or equivalently of  the suffix tree) rather than in 
terms of  the overhead ratio. If F(n)  is the expected number of  nodes in a suffix 
tree or DAWG for a random text on an alphabet of  size A, then we show that 
t:(n)-nl:~+nFo(n), where t~, is an oscil lating function with an exponential ly in- 
creasing period, and 
1 
In A 
- -  [A  In A - (A  - l ) ln (A  - 1) ] .  
Although this formula is only proven to hold asymptot ical ly ,  we find that it gives 
an extremely good match with the data, even for relatively small n. Similar formulae 
for the edges of  the DAWG and for the nodes and edges of  the compact DAWG 
[2] are presented. All show the same oscil lating behavior.  
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2. Basic combinatoric derivation 
For  standard definit ions of the suffix tree and the DAWG see [2,6]. To obtain 
our size estimates, the fol lowing combinator ia l  definit ion will be used. 
Definition 2.1. We say a substring, x, of  a string, s, occurs in s in n left (right) con- 
texts if x occurs at least n times, with these occurrences preceded (fol lowed) by at 
least n distinct letters. Note that these occurrences can overlap, so that x = bb occurs 
in two left contexts in s = abbb. Given a finite set S of  strings and x ,y  in S, y is a 
minimal extension of x (in S) if x is a prefix of  y and there is no z in S shorter than 
y such that x is a prefix of  z and z a prefix of  y. 
Now let S be the set of  all substrings of s. The suffix tree for s is the directed graph 
(V, E )  where V is the set of  substrings of  s that are either suffixes of  s or that occur 
in s in at least two right contexts, and E is the set of  all directed edges (x, y), x, y 
in S, such that y is a minimal extension of x. The DAWG for s is defined in the same 
manner  as the suffix tree, except that V is the set of  substrings that are either pre- 
fixes of  s or occur in at least two left contexts. 
It is easily verified that these definit ions are equivalent to those in [2, 6]. (The de- 
f init ion of  the suffix tree is actually more general than that given in [6], since we 
do not insist that s end in a unique letter.) It follows that the nodes in the DAWG 
for s are in 1-1 correspondence to the nodes in the suffix tree for the reverse of  s, 
so counting the nodes in the DAWG will be sufficient for our purposes. This is not 
true of  the edges, but we will deal with this problem later. 
If  the length of  s is n, there are n prefixes of  s, so we do not need to count these. 
Some prefixes may occur elsewhere in s in two left contexts, but the number of  these 
is expected to be logarithmic in n, thus they can be safely ignored in asymptot ic  esti- 
mates. The techniques described below can also be used to estimate the coefficient 
on the logarithmic term, if needed. 
We assume that all letters are equiprobable and that the sequence of  letters can 
be viewed as a sequence of  independent,  identical ly distr ibuted random variables. 
We first estimate the expected number of  nodes as a sum over possible lengths of  
the substring corresponding to the node: 
F(n) =E(number  of  nodes) -  ~ Akpx+n,  
k-1  
where Pk is the probabi l i ty  that a random string of  length k occurs in two left con- 
texts, and n is added to account for the prefixes. We break Pk down into another 
sum, over the number of  occurrences: 
Pk = ~ Pk, m, 
m = 2 
where Pk, m is the probabi l i ty  that a random string of  length k occurs in at least two 
left contexts and occurs exactly m times in s. The probabi l i ty  that a string of  length 
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k occurs at a given point in s is A a and the probabi l i ty  that it does not occur at 
this point is 1 - A- k ( ignoring boundary  situations). Given the randomness assump- 
tions above, the probabi l i ty  that a string is preceded by the same letter each of  the 
m times it occurs is A I '", so the probabi l i ty  that it occurs in at least two left con- 
texts is 1 -A  t '". We need to select m posit ions out of the total of  n possible posi- 
tions such that the string occurs in those m posit ions, and it does not occur in the 
remaining n m posit ions, so the formula for Pa.,,, is: 
/ , , \  1 '" 1 . . . . .  1 
P~,, ,, ( ) 1 1 
111 7 ~ 7 A ' " '  " 
A problem with using this formula is that it takes quadrat ic  time to evaluate 
because of  the number of  terms in the sum while actually bui lding a suffix tree or 
DAWG can be done in l inear time. The fol lowing algebraic manipulat ions reduce 
the formula to one that can be evaluated in linear time. 
The sum for Pa looks almost like the binomial  theorem, except for the last fac- 
tor, and the fact that the sum starts at m -- 2. The m - 1 term is zero, since the last 
factor is zero when m-1 .  The last factor can be mult ipl ied through to form two 
sums, and the m=0 terms can be added to the sum and subtracted outside. This 
gives: 
1 1 " [ 1 " 
Pa -1  A l+Aa~t  Aa +(A  1)l 1 A7 . 
This now gives a formula for the expected number of  nodes that can be evaluated 
in linear time, but the numerical  propert ies of  this formula are horrible, since it 
involves the differences of  terms that are almost equal. 
The formula for & would be exact if the occurrences of  substrings within the 
larger string were independent events and if substrings had the same probabi l i ty  of  
occurr ing near the end of  the larger string. We make these simplifying assumptions 
to make the analysis manageable.  The close agreement between our formulae and 
experimental  results justif ies these assumptions.  Also, the effects of both of  these 
assumptions are minimized by the fact that substrings which are longer than log n 
can be ignored, as shown by the fol lowing. 
Using the fact that 
l -nx~<( l  .v )"_< 1 n_v+~n(n-1)x  2 
we see that 
( lz n ) ( n n(n-1))____ 
Pa .<_ I -A  l+Ak , l  Aa +(A  1) 1 ~r+ 2A2a. 
n (n -  1)(A - 1) 
2A :a 
This shows that ignoring those k which are larger than a constant mult iple of log n 
changes the sum for F(n)  by at most an addit ive constant.  
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3. Approx imat ions  and Mell in transforms 
As a first step, we will use the approximation: 
(1 -x ) " -~e n, for smallx. 
If the sum over k were extended to infinity, the difference introduced by the last 
term in the formula for Pk would be 
F I n ~ A k l -  1 _A  ke_n/Ak 
k=l  ~ " 
A derivation following that at the bottom of page 131 in [4] shows that this sum 
is bounded independent of n. The difference introduced by the other term in the for- 
mula for Pk is handled similarly. To see that extending the sum to infinity changes 
the result by at most a small additive, we use the inequality 
O<_e X- l+x<_ ~x: forx_>O. 
The amount added to the sum is 
Ak( l _Ae  n(A I ) / 'A~"+(A_I) e n/A ~) 
k>n 
<_ ~ A k 1 -A  1 Ak+l +(A- l )  l -T+ 
k>n 
n 2 
(A - l )  E ~2k, 
k>n 
which is bounded independent of n. The sum we need to evaluate is now: 
F(n) -n -  ~ Ak(1 -Ae  n(A 1) /A~+(A_ I )  e ,~/A~). 
k=l  
The sum is still numerically bad, since the differences are close to zero, and are then 
multiplied by exponentially increasing factors. Also, it is still an O(n) process to 
evaluate the sum, which is no better than building the DAWG. In order to improve 
this situation, we use a technique from complex analysis often used by analytic 
number theorists, and increasingly used in the analysis of algorithms, the Mellin 
transform [4]. The idea is to get the A k out of the numerators of the exponentials, 
so that the sum turns into a geometric series. Unfortunately, after summing this 
series, the inverse Mellin transform cannot be done exactly. We will, however, be 
able to get enough information from the poles of the transformed function to get 
excellent estimation formulae. 
The fundamental formula is: 
1 ~i' LF(z)x =dz e X_l  +x, 
2~i  • 
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where L is the line in the complex plane with real part -4 .  This formula can be 
obtained by the Cauchy residue theorem over a rectangle with right edge on L, 
letting the other edges go to infinity [4]. Using this, our formula now becomes: 
n (A -1)  F (z )n  ' A aI: ') (~- i ) - . i  dz. 
~=1 2rri , 
If the real par to fz ,  i s less than  l , then  IA=l l< l ,  so we can interchange the inte- 
gral and the sum. We can then use the formula for a geometric sum to obtain: 
"(A-I) t' I'(z)n : ' ] _  A:" l 
2r~i , . 1 - A :~l A:~I l (A---1):~ , dz,. 
To evaluate this integral, we again use the Cauchy residue theorem, this time 
over a rectangle with left edge on L, right edge at some point where the integral is 
bounded (say Re z :  !), and top and bottom edges going to infinity. (Although we 
used the fact that the real part of : was less than 1 to interchange summation and 
integration, we can now use analytic cont inuat ion to extend the integrand to the 
interior of this rectangle.) 
We need to investigate the singularities of the integrand inside the rectangle, and 
evaluate their residues. The gamma function contributes imple poles at z = 0 and 
,;= 1, while the 1 -A  :~  term in the denominator  contributes imple poles when 
= 1 +2rr im/ lnA .  The poles on the real axis contribute a linearly increasing term 
to the size. At the other poles, the n : I term provides an oscillating factor with 
exponential ly increasing period. In other words, we can write 
F(n) 
- -  ~ P~:+Fo(n), where f~,(nA) P~,(n). 
l1 
The residue of the gamma function at zero is 1, so the contr ibut ion of the pole at 
zero is A/n(A- 1). In order to evaluate the residue at -1  (which appears to be a 
double pole), we need to get the first few terms in the series expansions about z. = - I 
for the various terms in the integrand. 
1 F(z)- +y 1+. . - ,  where ?' is Euler's constant, 
z+ l  
n : i= l _ in (n ) (z+l )4 . . . ,  
_ 1 , A=+l 1 1 (z+ l )+-+ . . . . .  1 + ln (A) (z+ 1) +. . - ,  
I -A  :+1 InA 2 
1 (A_ l ) :~ l  - - In  ( z+ l )+- - . .  
From this last term we see that this is also a simple pole, and multiplying ives a 
residue of 
l I n ( l - l )  
, 5 " 
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Putting this together gives 
1 F~- [AlnA-(A-1)In(A-1)]. 
lnA 
The oscillating part comes from the residues at the poles with nonzero imaginary 
part. Evaluation of these residues is simplified by the fact that A z+~ 1 at these 
points. This gives: 
- ( 27rij~ e 2rrijlnn/InA. Fo(n)- (A 1) ~ [1 -e  2"iJ/lnA]F - l+ lnA]  
In A j .0  
Experimental results are given in Table 1. Each column of observed values was 
obtained from prefixes of a single text, generated by a nonlinear additive feedback 
random number generator. The first text generated was used. 
4. Extensions 
Since the suffix tree is a tree, the number of edges is one less than the number 
of nodes, so no further analysis is needed. From the definition given above, we see 
that for the DAWG, nodes corresponding only to prefixes of s will have one out- 
going edge. In addition, the number of edges out of a node corresponding to a string 
occurring in at least two left contexts is the number of right contexts in which that 
string occurs. Given a string of length k that occurs m times in s, there are a total 
of A'" possibilities for the m letters that follow the occurrences of the string. The 
probability that there are c edges out of the node corresponding to this string is: 
1 (Acc)C!S(m,c), Z I t l  
where S(m,c) is a Stirling number of the second kind. c! S(m,c) gives the number 
of ways of putting m things into c distinguishable classes, and the binomial coeffi- 
cient gives the number of ways of selecting the c letters of the alphabet o label the 
edges. Thus the expected number of edges out of a node is: 
Table 1. F(n)/n: observed values and predicted values (in parentheses). 
Text size A = 27 A = 32 A = 64 A - 100 
4000 1.278 (1.275) 1.297 (1.294) 1.276 (1.283) 1.184 (1.181) 
6000 1.256 (1.252) 1.258 (1.257) 1.312 (1.313) 1.221 (1.225) 
8000 1.256 (1.251) 1.241 (1.237) 1.315 (1.318) 1.254 (1.260) 
12000 1.275 (1.272) 1.235 (1.232) 1.297 (1.296) 1.294 (1.292) 
16000 1.296 (1.297) 1.249 (1.244) 1.267 (1.264) 1.309 (1.310) 
24000 1.327 (1.329) 1.281 (1.279) 1.214 (1.219) 1.303 (1.303) 
32000 1.342 (1.344) 1.305 (1.304) 1.186 (1.190) 1.277 (1.277) 
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If the two sums are interchanged in this formula,  it reduces to 
1 
This can then mult iply Pk,,, in the formula for the number of  nodes in the DAWG.  
The method of  analysis of  this new formula is exactly analogous to the method 
described above for DAWG nodes. The result is that the nonosci l lat ing part of  the 
formula for the expected overhead ratio for edges in a DAWG is: 
A A ' - -A+I  In - (A  l ) ln (A - l )  +1 
lnA  A A - -  " 
The formula for the oscil lating part is messy but stra ightforward to derive. 
From [1,3] it is clear that the size of  the minimal (partial)  DFA that recognizes 
the set of  all subwords of  a DAWG is asymptot ical ly  equal to the size of  the DAWG,  
so these results carry over to that structure as well. If sequences of  edges of  out- 
degree one in the DAWG are replaced by single edges, the result is a compacted ver- 
sion of  the DAWG,  useful for text retrieval and analysis [2]. Compact ing a DAWG 
thus reduces the number of nodes by the number of  nodes of  outdegree one. Since 
each of  these nodes has one outgoing edge, the number of  edges is reduced by the 
same amount ,  so we can estimate both the number of  nodes and edges in the coin- 
pact DAWG by estimating the number of  nodes, then using the above formulae for 
the corresponding DAWG to estimate the difference between the lmmbers of  edges 
and nodes. 
Count ing the nodes with outdegree greater than one is equivalent o counting the 
number of  substrings which occur in at least two right contexts as well as at least 
two left contexts. This can be done by squaring the last term in the formula for 
Pk, m: 
Apply ing the same techniques as used for estimating the number of  DAWG nodes 
gives 
~1 [ (A -1)21n(A- I )+(2A-2A~) InA+(A: - I ) In (A+I ) ]  
lnA  
for the nonosci l lat ing part of  the formula for the expected overhead ratio for nodes 
in a compact  DAWG.  Adding the dif ference between the estimated numbers of  
edges and nodes in the DAWG to this gives 
1 [(Ae A+I ) In (A2_A+I )+(A2_ I ) In (A+I )+(2A_3A2) InA]  
InA 
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for the nonoscillating part of the formula for the expected overhead ratio for edges 
in a compact DAWG. 
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